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Turkey to host radar in support of NATO missile
defence
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Washington: The US has welcomed the Turkish decision to host a radar in support of NATO’s
common missile defence efforts and appreciated this as a significant contribution to a vital
mission of the alliance. “We are proud to work with Turkey on the deployment of this
important asset,” the State Department spokesperson, Victoria Nuland, said yesterday.

At the NATO Summit in Lisbon in November 2010, Allies agreed to develop a missile defence
capability for the full coverage and protection of all NATO European populations, territory,
and forces…she said.

Earlier yesterday, Turkey announced that it would host a NATO early warning radar system,
which will go online this year…”Turkey’s hosting of this element will constitute our country’s
contribution to  the defence system being developed in  the framework of  NATO’s  new
strategic concept,” a Turkish Foreign Ministry spokesman had said in a statement.

He said the radar will strengthen NATO’s defence capacity and Turkey’s national defence
system and added that the radar system was being allocated by the US.

Meanwhile, Pentagon spokesman Col Dave Lapan said “The idea is a protective system…”
NATO Secretary-General Anders Fogh Rasmussen said Turkey would be making a “critical
contribution” to the alliance’s overall defence against emerging ballistic missile threats.

“I welcome Turkey’s announcement to host a radar which will be an important element of
NATO’s missile defence capability, which was agreed at the Lisbon summit last November,”
he said.

Stop NATO e-mail list home page with archives and search engine:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/stopnato/messages

Stop NATO website and articles:
http://rickrozoff.wordpress.com
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